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The magnetic properties of electrodeposited permalloy 
(80 Ni - 20 Fe) films are affected by the nature of the surface 
upon which they are deposited. In order to better control the sur-
face properties, some inv~s~igators have proposed the use of an 
electrodeposited ·prepl~te prior to the deposition of the permalloy 
.film. In the present study preplates of copper electrodeposited 
from different plating solutions under 'varying conditions onto both 
copper and evaporated gold on glass substrates have been used for 
pennalloy film preparation. Both the substrate used as a starting 
IJ···materra-i··-an~d: the· prep late irif-luencecf.f11e--inagnet ic properiies··-of the 
·-: electrodeposi.tecl pernialloy fi'lins. When copper substrates were us(:!d, 
the values tor coe·rcive for·qEf were much higher than when evaporated 
.. 
gold on glass substrates were used:. T,he \tse of :a pr.(:!.p1ate produc~d, 
: . . 
an additional increase in coer·c-iv-ity.. All pertll~lloy ·ftlm~ plate.d 
on evaporated gold in the presence of a magnetic orienting field were 
risotropic. The effect of the prep late was to decrease the degree · 
of anisotropy. In contrast, those films. plated on copper substrates 
' \ 
were nearly 1sot.ropic whether or not a prep late was used. - These 
effects are discusfr\ed in terms. c(f the surface morphologi.~s of t~e 
. 
. ,i;•, .. substrates and preplates and the corresponding structu·re.s· of ·t_l1e 
permalloy f}lms as observ~d using electron microscopic t~:¢1)nlq~es· .• 
. . .., 
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I - INTRODUCTION .I 
Thin magnetic films of nickel-iron alloys, ~ommonly known as 
permalloy, have been the subject of intensive 1nvestigation during r . 
the past" decade because they exhibit magnetic properties which make 
"'.'!'''• 
. . them useful as memory and logic elements in large, high speed computers. 
~ - --------... --- -~ ___ .L. --·-·· t: . • The main reason· for-~lifs sudden interest was the discovery that when 
.. 
a thin permalloy film of composition near 80% Ni-20% Fe is deposited 
on a substrate in th~ pr~sen~e of a magnetic field applied in a given 
direction, an easy axls of magnetization develops in this direction. 
r 
Furthermore, the film remains anisotrop.ic -even after the orienting 
field is removed. · Thus, two ... positions, Cl~ ui:tµi.m~ energy exist. in·· 
:which .. the magnetization ,, ,, . ·... - .· . prefers to lie either parallel or anti-
pEt.rallel to the axis of the field. T,h~se bistable states may ·be 
used to represent the digits '90'' ·and '''1.'; in a binary system such as 
used in computers to store informat.ion. ·The flux reversal between: 
.. 
the two states is easily accompltshed. P.Y appJyi;n.g· a reverse field of: 
sufficient strength. Since the hysteresi.s. loop.s of thin ft;im_s· ·are 
highly rectangular, no magnetization reversal occurs for revers-i·ng 
\ 
fields less than the coercive force He. Thus, He is one of the major 
properties of -interest for thin magnetic films. The coercivity of 
nickel-iron films~can vary widely depending upon the method of deposi- ~ 
.. tion, film composition and thickness, and the nature of the substrate 
surface. 
Thin films may be prepared by four different·methods: (1) vapor 
, I 
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: ... :-· ·~~· .. ......, ... · .
... 
. ' 
chem"ical deposition. Glass, metallized glass, or metallic substrates 
haye generally served as the supporting medium for the deposits. 
Although the vapor deposition method is the most widely used for film 
preparation, electrodeposited Ni-Fe films have also received a share 
...... of attention. The p_reparation of electrodeposited permalloy films 
w~tb .-magnetic properties similar to t,hose observed in vapor-d~posited 
f:ilms was first reported in 1957. (l , 2 ) Electrodepo·sition seems par-
tic"ularly attractive for cylindrical film configurations. Instead 
o.f dep~siting the films on planar substrates, the film could also be 
.-ci~:po·sited .on wire or r..od ·1-n the presen¢e. e>f ·a circumfe::.ren:tla-:1 m.ag-
n.eti'c field. 'riiu~., -t,n;e·- ea-sy axis of magnetization in il\:e ··:f:flm 'is 
:also circumferential whi.le': the- ha..rd ~xts is parallel to the- -axis -o_f· 
t;h.e. :pylinder. In cont:r.as·t ·t._Q: plal'l~r films, the flwc .. pat]i ts- .¢iosed. 
t·n c,ylindrical f._i.;L~1t.. Th'.i..s .f·act. sho·:uld enhance t.he :ret;t_a-_n;gular-lt:y 
Q:f :1:·he ea.sy;..·axis loop:_f o~he·r factor:~ _be:fng. e_~u:al. Compar.isons- be,t_w~,e.n 
. 
-flat' evaporate:d: t.ilms o·f 1-~ ocio R t.~iek.ness ~l)c :c·yl:indrical. ·elect.r:o:~ 
deposited films 10,000· R thick have shown t-he ·two to pos.s·es:--s s_imil~r 
. . . . ·:'· 
·-· .... ., . 
magnetic properties in silite of the di-ff,erences.in ge·onietry, thickne.:s_:s::; 
. (3 , 4) 
and met~od of preparation. Girard(S) reached the same: c,oncJusio_ft. 
for 300 R permalloy films electroplated on both flat and cyl,111tJric.~l-
substrates. 
Regardless of the geometry or ino;de of dep·osition, all ·investiga~ 
tors agree that the nature of the substrate strongly influences the 
(6) 
magnetic properties of pennalloy films. Ahn and Freedman used a 
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evaporated.Ni-Fe films. The microstructures of both substrates and 
magnetic films were examined using electron microscopy. They found 
that ~ine-grained underlayers produced fine-grained permalloy films 
I 
_, 
with magnetic properties similar to films deposited directly on amor-
phous glass, while large-grained and irregular surfaces caused :rap-· 
:,domly varying propertie_s.:. 
The relationship betw.·ee~ c9ercive forc.e H.c a11d film thickness 
foetr tbin pennalloy f-.i.lms: ·was originally predicted by Neel (7) to be 
o:.f: th_e exponential fqrnr:.: 
where A is a· constant , t the film thickne·ss .,. .and: ·.tr h,:~rs: a:: t:heoret.'ic:a·l 
value of -4/3. This equation has been verifie-d ·experimentally fo·r· 
. (8) vapor deposited 81 Ni-19 F~ films. Alt.hough electrodeposited .f.ilms_: 
were found to agree with the -~xponentia.l. ~orm of equation, the e·x_~: 
ponent itself was found to be vari-~:ble:. Values of n for fflms· of 
(10) . __ (II) __ -.. .-com.position near 80 Ni-20 -Fe ·range from -1~47 to -.1~- ,w-1th. 
(7,12,14) most frequently reported values near -1. The- exponent .was 
observed to be solely dependent upon the c9mposltion and depositing 
" 
conditions< 12-I4) with n increasing for n-i:ckel-rich (greater than 82% 
.Ni) films and eventually taking on po.sitive values ~or compositions 
:~})p:roa~}?-ing 95% nickel_. In the iron.-rich region. the exponent appears 
, 
. to be unaffected by increasing iron content. 
While ·the exponent is largely independent of the substrate, the 
constant A is markedly affected by the surface condit~on.- Film de-
•! 
.posited on copper substrates which were first mechanically polished 
i 
·-· . 
-- . ·,,·,· 
.. ··~ .• , .... ·t. .. ,,. .. 
:1 5 
, . 
.... ...:.. . 
in one direction to different degrees of rouglmess resulted correspoll-
" 
· . · (9 14) ~ingly higher values of He for increasing roughness. ' In these.· 
experiments the easy axis of magnetization was observed to be parallel 
to the polishing direction. When the copper substrates were.polished 
to a high degree of smoothness, He dec:reased and when substrates of 
(11 13) .. sputtered gold on amorpho.us -glass were used, ' the value of tne. , 
constant A decreased ·even further as expected for the smoother gold 
~urface. Increasing the grain size of both. the copper(l4) and go.ld(l3) 
··· substrates by ·annealing prior to pennalloy deposition again produces 
a corresponding increase in He. 
The influence of the s.ub_st,rat._e _ha_s _al.so: been recpgni.z·ed fo:r: 
cylindrical fiims. ;li>ng, (a) the f.irst·, t·o- des·cr-lbe a proc,es.s fo-r· 
continuous plating of magnetic wire, ttiep. to minimize substrate 
roughness by us'ip.g very smooth copper wtre·. (15) Sagal used a beryllium 
copper wire substrate plated with one micron of copper just prior to 
--pe nna l loy de.·pos·ttion._._ ·He :reportetl -that omission of t·he copper plating 
step more than doubled. ·t·_~e easy axis dispersion. The epitaxial effects 
of Be-Cu wire on plated Ni-Fe films. ·were investigated by Doyle. (lG) , 
Using X-ray and electron diffraction, he observed the [111] crystallo-
.graphic orientation of the wire substrate to be repeated in the Ni-Fe 
_film. For a series of films.--preplated with a~ intermediate layer of 
gold, the orientation in the pennalloy gradually diminished as the 
gold thickness was increased. For Au thickness of 1,000 R or- more ,no 
orientation..- was detected. Significantly, the influence of the substrate 
: 
on the magnetic propetttes,•lso declined with increasing gQld thickness. 
,,,..:J 
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Girard(S' 17)._ discusses the factors which a£fect the magnetic 
properties of electroqeposited permalloy fiims. He emphasizes the 
existence. of epitaxy -b~tween substrate and deposit and advocates the 
• e 
use of a fine-grained predeposit to eliminate texture and minimize 
surface irregularities. Furthermore, by_ the selection of an inte.r-
tn~diate layer .. of predetennined grain size_, one can obtain a .1a·~ge' · 
range of values for angular dispersion ~nd coercive force. ,As alrea4y 
mentioned, c:o.pp.er and gold have been used as ·preplates. Th¢: .cop·pe·,t 
elect·rodeposits: have .been :reported to provide a highly .. :r~p·roduci.bJ¢ 
. ,' .. (18j 
.$urf:ac·~ for permalloy films. In addit.io.n., the elect·ro~deposit:ion 
of. ¢oppe·r has been studl-ed extensively and a variety of &t:ructure.s 
c·an be o·btained with. the p:rop·~~ cllpice :of plating so lut::i.on, addi·tive~, 
(l9) 
·.a.n·ci: qepost:tion .coridit.io1.is. · 
·Q 
·:l'~lls:,- the pu.rp9se. of t·hi_s· investigation wa.s .-evolved. :as .f.ollow·s'-: 
1.. ··ust~g o:pt·f._cal an·d electron microscopic technique:s, to-
o.liserve the .surfa~e .mo.rphology .of as-plated coppe"J:•. prepJ·~t-es:: 
.-electrodeposited from _difite-rent plating solutions under· 
varying conditions: ·o_p_ tw·o. diff.erent substrate$. .. -.· 
2. 
411ti.'.": 
To determine t·he· magnetic prbperties o_f permalloy· f·ilms 
near 80 Ni-20 Fe composition elec-trodeposited ,ori- s·ubstrates 
prepared with the preplates described abo~~. 
:a. To examine the structural features of t.he pe,Tmallo_y films 
a 
4·. Finally, to interpret any cha-nges in the magnetic behavior 










. ,..,,..., ·~ 
: .. 
as influenced by the surface characteristics of the substrate 
., 
and preplate. I' 
·., 
... . , 
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I I - EXPERIMENI' AL PROCEDURE 
.... -
A. Electrodeposition 
1. Plating Equipment 
All plating was performed in Lucite vessels of inside dimensions 
-
.10.5 cm x 4 cm x 13.-5 cm deep. The cathode substrate was held in a 
Lucite frame which was so constructed that a circular area of 3.14 
2 
cm ,was exposed to the solution. Electrical connect.:ion was made by 
means of a strip of thin copper foil placed in cotit_-t:!l:c-t with an un-: 
:exposed portion of the substrate surface. The :pla:ti·ng set-up is 
shown in Figure 1. A view of the platiQg· .cel_l :' ·substrat~:s. and holder 
disassembled is shown in Figure .2:.- 'TJ;ie: perJDal:loy· plating_ was carried 
out in the presence of a ·horf:.zont __ iil g:._c. magnetfc field. ·~ppl_-i_ed paral-
lel to· the· _pl:'~Q~' of the s_ubstrate. •. A- palr :o·i 100~-t:urn He:lmhol tz coils •,, 
P:r,ovided ·a. ·untforµi field. The plating .c.ell and: ·c:oi-1: :ar_.rangement was 
designed so that the exposed c·at·bode: aitea was alway·s· .p.ositioned in 
the center of the field during plati11g. The direct current source 
for electrodeposition was a Power Des,ign, Inc. Model TW-4005 pqwe.:r 
supply used in a constant current made of operation with a .ra·nge- o.f.: 
25-500 milliamps. rhe c-urrett1: f°pr the Helmholtz co"ils. ·wa$ s·uppli'ed 
by a Rapid Electric Co. Seleniun1 -~ectifier capable of. _pfo~uci~_g :o.-'2.:5· 
amps at 0-6 volts, d.c. The magnetic ori"'enting· field was maint~i_n~q 
... 
at 100 oersteds during permalloy deposit ion. The magnitude and uni_~ 
t,o'.tmity of the field was checked periodically using a Universal 
Gaussmeter, Model 1965 (Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc.), which 
was calibrated with a 100-oersted probe reference magnet. 
i 
' · 1 
. .-





2. Copper Plating 
The ~Opper plating solutions selected for this study were those 
most commonly used in commercial practice. These baths were chosen 
because they are representative of copper deposition from alkaline, 
neutral and acid media and,. because the mechanisms of deposition 
differ for each case(lO), they produce copper deposits of different 
grain structures(l9). In addition, the plating conditions of temp-
erature and current density were varied to pro.mote further struc-
tural variations if possible. The coinpos.it.ion 'and operating para-
me.t~,r:e of the copper baths are given in ·'r~ble: 1. 
TABLE 1 
Alkaline Cyanide Bath 
Components 
Sodium Cyan-ide ~ .Na CN 
Sodium Carb·onate .;.. Na 00 2 3 
-Sodium Potassium Tartrate (Rochelle Salt)·- NaKC H4o6 • 4H 0 4 = . 2 _ 
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Room (2'5°C) and so0 c 
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Neutral Pyrophosphate Bath 
Components 
,;, 
Potassium Pyrophosphate - K4P2o7 
Ammonia -· NH3 
(as 30% NH40H solution) 










Acid Sulfate Bath 








(30 ml 1: 1 H2;o) 






0 Room (25 C) 
8 ma/cm2 and 
80 ma/cm2 
None 
_ Except for the pyrophosphate salts, reagent grade chemicals and 
deionized water were used for the preparation of all solutions. The 
pyrophosphate chemicals-could only be obtained in purified form. 
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purified· by adding ·s g/.i o:t actJ·-vated ca·rbon powder and _stirring for 
one hour. F:i.na11:y:, the solU:tj.e>ri. ·w~·as filtered to remove the carbon. 
. For the anod.e ·v~ry :.h-f:gh. purity (99.9999%) copper =r·oa 5 mm. in 
diameter was ·us.e.d:. ·iJ11_ri_ng: .plating the anode was occasionally removed 
from the solution· .and cleart¢.d i·n a -solutai.Qn of. chromic and sulfuric 
acid to expose o:t fr.es·h c,opper surface·.- ·pJating at the elevated 
·~··· temperature was car-~ied out in .:a c::o.nsta_:nt t,~rnp~ratu.r·e. w_~ter bath 
:Wh'ich could be c_:ont~.o1_1e,d: wi t,h !: 0 •. 2·9-_c-~- .. The· s<:>lq_tion temperature at 
_room .·c.onqiti·o.ns se:ld.om_ va·r:i.e.d m'ore .. tna·11 l 0c from the nominal of 2·5-°c. 
No agi tat·ion ·wa-s.· u~·e:d duri'n_g: depos iti.on f :r;.-orri the ,cyanicie .. anci: sulf:ate 
baths. However,. it was· f·ound that depos.it101t ftoin t:he pyropli'o.s.:p·hat.e 
bath witli:ou-t agtt_atto·n re.sul't-e,d in .d~r~- .-non---unif·orm deposits·:~ :When 
,n'iit:":.ogen was- bµbbled through the s:ol:ution 'to provide ur1I.f orm vig.qtou-s_ 
.. ·agitatiqti:., t.he copper platin:g w:tts:- bright: and: ·uni.form :for all com~ 
. . 
. 
. :6,i,ilattons <;if plating conditions :excE!pt c>ne •. ·satisfactory deposits: 
J;:ond'it'i.ons ·even w.itµ ttgJt_atlon.. Therefore· t:q_is: ·e_ombi-natlo11: .v1:a:s not 
lls:ed for t;~e -py·r·ophos-pp.atEi :experiments. The pH .of. the: c:yarl:i.~·~. ·and: 
pyfgp)iOspha·te -s pi·ut_ions was measured periodically µsJ_ng a ·co.:rnj.-n·g 
















· :,3:. Pe!malloy Platin·g 
3.1 Plating Bath~ 
The permalloy plating was carried out in su}f.ate chloride bath 
. .(t)" similar to that described by Wolf and McConnell · · .. The solution 




·Nickel ( ous). Sulfat·e ~ Nis_o_4 • .6H2:o ( as Ni++ per ·ana1.y$"isl 
Ferrous Sulfate - FeS04 .- 7H20 ( as Fe++ per anal_y.s.-is:) · 
Sodium Chloride - NaCl 









( ~t. l)· 
()_. 42 
0.83 
·2.- · g· + 0 _:5· . . . . . ' ' .. 
-
ijoom· ·(2 s0 c>.: 
' 2 a· ina/cm' 
· None. 
!\gai_i.n the solutj.on was prepa.r,ij_d using reagent grad'E~· ·c.·nemicals 
a_rl'cl ,deionized water. The sodium chloride increases the 9onductivity ' ' . ,Ill" 
of. the solution. Boric ac-id acts as a buffer to maint.ain the pH. " 'I 
s·ac-charin and sodium lauryl S\J.t"f_ate are added to reduce the inher.ent' 






13 .. .. 
:chemicals except the :~rort salts and diluting to.: ·the de·sired volume .• 
The pH of the resulting solution was then dete.rJRfne_d and adjust·e.d ·to· ,,:, 
a value below pH 3. 0 and. nearer t-o p~ 2·.-9 b:y the dropwis~ addition of 
.~ulfu.rlc· acid. Finall.y t:he: ferrous sulfate was added and the pH 
:aQJu$t·ed .. to .operating vaJ~ue-~ Tlle se.qQence is important. The pH values 
ab.ov.e a: the ferrous ions ·tend· to ox·tdfze ·and precipate ou.t of solution. 
Bel_ow: pH 2. 7 excessive· hydr6.ge:i1 is g.e·ne_rated at. the c.athod~ during. 
_pl.:at::i.n:g·. Thus the pH w-as cpe.cked treq:µe:rtt}.y c;lt1ring. th·e ·experime:nt.s. 
w1de.-
. . .. ·:. 
TJ.te: c:.<'.>rn-p.osttio.n .range of inte,rest for th.e p:e=r:malld.y films 'Was 
.. 
·that .. wh.ich: ts: ne·~r ,z.er.o-:magnet.ostrict ion ( 18. 5-~·2.% Fe) o The i:r'on~ 
ri-ch s·tde· ,w·a.s. prefe·rre.d .because· the magnetic _pr'opert_tes ar,e les·s 
:senstt·ive to c.omposit_.:i9n fluctuations in th:i:s ... re·gio.n. :The fi_:Jm: 4• 
. 
• 
¢t:>Ii1Jlos.it.io:ri: d:e.pends primarily upon .. th.e :re.la:tive -.amoi.i.nts of. ni'ck.el and 
set~_up·. ·There.fore· it :wa_:'s 'necessary to determ.ine: th,:e proper .Ni_++/.Fe+f 
'r~t·fo t.:h· s·oltit.1:on t·o achie.ve the desired film compos:i-tion.- ·Thi~: 
was done as f"C)l:lOWS: 6 liters of solution ··we·r.·e. ·pre.Ji~i;r.e.d 8'S des.cribe·d: 
. ·· .. 
in Section 2.l, ·but without iron-.- 'I'o: S(lQ: ml aliquots of· t'hts. $.o·lu:t~on· t • • • • • 
increasing amo:utits of ferrous =sul·f:a'te v/e.-re added and the ni-ckel and·. 
ferrous ion concentrations were determined by chemical: ?tna.ly . s.is. - ·A: 
. I 
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Several plating times were used to va~y t'.ttickn~fss-. ·The compositions 
of all films were determined :us-i~-g_ ·the x-tasr·· f)._uore.scent analysis 
methods described in Section: 6_ .• 
The results are tabulated- i·n Table 3 and plott·e(J: in:. :Figure .3 •. 
·Ft,_l,~ t_hi ckness·es :~q:rre_sp·onding_ to 40 seconds pl.a·t:ing t ~m~· ,- ~re -· ~l.cher· 
in iron than th:ose pl.atf3_cl ·for lon_ger t-imes: i.fi any: given- :sql.ut:ion_._ ,· 
The compos it ipn- -is ·es:setitl-a:fl..Y .c.onstant. for: p1.a:{:f11g: t-im·es o'f s·.o S.t3.¢-
onds and longe.:r·-. From: the :gtaplt it can: .be ·s,eefn J/hat: ~ibo:ut 2:.,.1 g/1: 
. . +2 
. . 
.. -·· -.o~- _Fe · are ·re·qu·iz-ed :to obta1n- t:h;~ <:l·es·i_:ted ·f fl-m co,n11q_s.ft-i_on-, Thµs 
4. Substrates 
Two differm t cathode .:!ita:r:ting .. ma.te.ri_at.·$- :w.ere -used: I-or- t-fits i'i)r-· 
Ye.sttgation: highly polished: Gbpp:~_r: sheet. and· e·yap~)rat:ed g.Qld on· 
:g,l_~ss. Copper was in.-.it:i:~i'l.ly selecte.d -~:;, the .substra.te. -f:,o:r s_ev_era·l 
·::p_o:s:l._t.ed_ under ali_ G.ondi--tiorts: st-tidied_· re.adily ac:J,her:eo. Repli.ca·s ·:o_f: 
.. 
exami-nattoil were. relattvel_y ·eJ1sy to mak.e. -Finally, a:fte-r pe,rma lloy 
·de_p·osi tion the copper- could; b.e '$elec:tl.vely ~fi-s;solved .away leaving 
only the permalloy film which co~l-q ··then_ -b.e· e~,:~im:1--n.ed b.y transmiss_i011 
e':fectron microscopy,,_ Most of the films Wei'E! prepared us Jg copper 
substrates. However, magneticillly· 'th~$~ .fJi·ms were found to b_e. 
. \ ;1-_argely isotropic, that is, they __ appeare:d :~o. ex-hibi:t .no·, pref·er.red . . 
;~ 
direction of Di~gnetizatiqn. r_h_i:s phenomeno,r1 w--ill su·bs.-equently be , 









PERMALLOY COMPOSITION VS. METAL IONS 




























































more detafled structural studies, measureone.n_ts s·uch :a~ anisotropy 
field a:nd angular disper,~ion could not :be· made,for films prepared on 
\. t.hese substrates. .. 
In an eff art t:o _proclu·ce f i Im~ w it.n: g111 ~xi.~il anisotropy, s ubstr~t:e,$· 
;-
of gold evaporated 9nt.o· amorphous glass we~e 1:;ried ... The immediate 
I 
I di:ff :i.cul ty encoun·te-red was to obtain satisfa-ct:o.ry adhesion between 
·g.old -~nd g;La_ss whi~'h could, wi t-hstand the subsequent pJ ... ~ting operations o 
Normally,: :a th:i.ri laye·r.: ('a few .. hundred angstroms) of ch:r9mium is e.va-
:p·orated :f_-irst :.as art intermediate bonding agent ·b.etwee.-n the ,go}_q --and: 
gla_s$=~ Even w.hen th1s w~s. t·ried the adhesiqn: ylas onl:y m.arg=inal and 
~-· 
:wh_e'ri. -Gq'J>per deposition -'w·a·:s attempted under v.ar'iotis -c9.n.d) tJ_ons., .ma.ny 
·of· t-he prepl ates pe_eled .. or blistere:d tju~ ·either ·t.o str-e·s·se$: i-r1_. :;the 
.:·$ev~ral :se.rie$ of films: ·per_m·alloy o:n= -g'old- ·w·ith: no pr_eplate; with 
p·reJ)_t~·f_es: ·from copper .sulf~te -b~t:h flt ·htg_h and lbw current. d_ensit.ie-s·; 
a·nd ·w"i th prepJat ~s: trom -py,rophosph~ite b_ath at high tempe~:af:u-re arid-
;.h:tgh ·c<tirl~ent. :dens·ft.y.: A:i-1 .of· the·se films displayed anis.otropy· ·to· 
sµ;r .. face- r.~pl-~_ca_t-io.ri extremely dif-f1_cult .• ' . . I/) Also- t:he ;gol-c:t c.ould not 
·be s:trlecti vely ·reJilc;:,ved from th·e permaltoy a_hd :the- com·bined thickness' 
· ..-of: i:he t=wo films precluded 'the use of t.ransmission electron mic~oscopy. 
4.1 Substrate Prep~ration 




' .. ' c:op,pe_r ~heet cu~ into one. in·ch squares. After trimming the corners 
- ' 
.•... ,_ -
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to fit the press,, each sample was mounted in a diallyl pthalate 
-· t molding material and polished using stand~ard ~etallographic procedures. 
The-following polishing sequence was followed: 
1. Fine grind starting with 400-gri t paper -and f ini.shing with 
600-grit. 
2. Polish ori' nylon w.heeJ us.ing £I-micron paste followed by fine 
·pol·ishfng;- :Qn· a, _l/4 - _micron fe·l:t' ·wheel. 
-3.. -Vfb.~atory polish on Syntron. wit-h .. ·Linde. B: (~.Qs micron). ~Ju~: 
minum: oxide powder. 
Next the ~p·eclmens were c.aref.:ul·ly removed ft.om fh~ :m9it:nt,s by 
applying slight - .p_re.s-s··u·re· ·to ·t.-he sides of the mold .i:n _a ·v~se: and :ge·n~l.:v 
prying t_h_e sainple 'w1th a thfn-bladed knife. The ~pec·-ime:ns were_. only 
e;·lightly adherent to th~. -_mounts, and were gene:r-al.1.y -~_:removed ·wttllou_;t: 
m·uch di ff i cu 1 t y. ~ 
.. 
':ph.ti~ic ae'id· (8.5%l- as ·tn.e .. el~ctr·oly-te.... Th·e samples were made a.n.odlc 
:at 'a pol;is·htn:g v.o_ltage: 'C)J: t-.5 vo-1-ts. -for· ·a.pproximately 15 minutes·. -A 
:.:piece of copper _shij_et -se:rv~d :as the: .c_·at.hode. . 
· .... '. ... 
-" . 
The above pro·cetlute. p·rov_ii:t"ed a ·ve.ry- s)n9oth s.u:r-t,a_ce which showed 
,. essentially no .st:ructuret when observed under· ~the- li.ght .microscope at . . :. . . 
. 




The evaporat~d gold subst·rates were depo_sited on _Cortii~g No. 2.· •. 
-Cover Glass Slides, 2. 5 cm~. s·quare and 0.2 mm thick. The substrates 
. " n 
. 
were cleaned 1.n Freon solyept with· ultrasonic agitation. Next a 
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film of gold. The actual thickness of the evaporated gold was not 
determined but was estimated to be approxi_~at·ely 1000 angstroms. 
4.2 Preparation for Plating 
Prior to electrodeposi tion each copper. s.u,bs.tra:te: :wa:s: ci~a.ned. 
:in the following manner: 
• 
a. U1 trasonically clean. ln '''Fr,E!,.611.'f .solvet~:t:,: 




·. , ... 
e:. 
... , 
any surf ace oxide. A ve·r.Y :d:ilu.te ·~·~l.d s.olut.i9r1 was used so 
... 
·that the surface. ~f.11i::s.h ·would,. riot be al.t·e)ted .• 
.Rinse with deionized wa'te.t •. 
Hot ·a.tr a:ry :and mount :in substrate holder. 
f· 
spe.c::lmens. were then .i~ed1a.te.ly repl.aced in a holder· .~.net penn~li:P)' 
J?.late·a. After perm·~ll:oy• ·d:e·p.o$it.io.n, tne: films: WEire again rinsed,: 
d.r:ied and stored tn ~ des.sfc.ator. 
...."" . The evapor.ated gol~ substrates ,required no p,r·e-cleanfn.g operation. 
After plating th~ sam:ples were rinsed, dr·ied .and' :sfo·red as described 
'a .. bove. 
5 •. Film. Thi.ckness . .. ;. . . .-- . . . 
. -
The film thickness of both preplates a.nd ·perm~:~.~·PY· f.·ilrrts. w.ere. 
controlled _by adjusting the plat,ing time .in each solution· for a given 
c6nstant current. For platihg times of less than 100 seconds a .ti' . 
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-· rent automatically after the desired time had elapsed. For longer 
· times a Standard Electric Company, Type ·s-10 (10 seconds per full dial 
revolution) synch.ronous timer was used and the curre;nt was turned .o.ff 
manually. 
Plating tht.cknes:s.;es· .we:re cal_cµJ...ated from ·the weight gain of the 
samples weighetl pe_fore: and a'.:f.t·er plating, the ~·tea of the deposit and 
the published densfti:es :Of :~opper(2l) and permalloy< 22>. All weigh-
ings were :performed on a 5-place microbalance. The copper preplates 
•. 
were all plated to a thickness of approximately 10,000 angstroms (1 
micron). The permalloy films were· p:l:ated for· pre-select:e.ci. t.imes 
ra.:~ing: from 40 to 300 secop._d.f;,;. The nom'ina1 thlck_ness for· eJ~ch t:ime 
:w_:1;1.s· estimateq. f.rom. th·e average wei..ght .tnc~e·as.e .:observ¢_d :f.or a: ~unfb~r 
of samples. T-h.e v.alues o_pta:tned in: this. m·a:nn~r were. tn clcis:e .agree-· 
Dient to th·e combin~d w.e.ig.ht of l·ron ·a·nd· :ni,..c.kel .deteririine.d by· JC-Ray 
fluo.r.escent ;;ttialys:ts:. A plot of permalloy ·t:h.tc;I~n.ess ~s a: functi.on. ;of 
.P:lati:n·g: :time ,is shown in Figure 4 . 
. . 
.. 
6. X-Ray Fluorescen~Analysis 
An x-ray emission method was- used fo·r quantitafft,~ analy$:{s .of 
i ·k 1 d . . . th · · · · ·11 ~ · 1 n c e an ;i.ron 11) · e perma. o~ri ms. The films w.e.re: d,Jssol ved: from . • :)ti ...... 
·-. <' . the copper wtth a ~oluti·o.n of equal parts of nit_ric· and· J1ydrochloric 
-· 
·.~· , Th~ -~·ad.iation inJensity fo;r e·ac:h e.lement. ·-wa:s de.termined with 
a General Electric X-Ray Spectrometer and c·o~(p_ared: t·o. ¢.alibration 
curves derived .from previously prepared stan·gJltc:fs • 
In order to develop a non-destructive analysis for f·Jlms pre-
. 
pared in later experiments, samples were plated .in °dupli.c~te. In-
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condition. If the measurements were in agreement, -one. of the films ,r 
was analyzed in the s·olutton fonn and ~he other was used as a standard. 
In this manner a curve was. developed relating the as-plated intensity 
ratios to the film compositi<>n. In~ensity measurements of all films 
plated on copper substrates were later compared to this data: in order 
to insure that they remained near the desired .composftio.n· (approxi-
:7:. Electron Microscopy .,,. 
7.1 Replication Method 
Replicas of the as-plated copper .sJ~rfaces we:r~. :ni'ade ·bt ;a ·dty: 
stripping technlq:u.e- using a 1.5%. ·Fo:rmva_·t s.oiuti.on·. 'fij~. replic.:a.a. we·re 
shadoweq. ·with carboA--pl_at--inQm a.t ;a·n angl.e.- of ap.pr.oximate).y 30° with, 




.. nat~ :me.t'bod- w.a.s :~ppli.ea·: as ·tq:l,lows: A~~~-r .. ev_apo-ratJ.µg_ .. V ...fc.t:aw·¢t onto· . , 
... 
A convenient meth_9c:f :(or examining the. s.t:rtjct:t1re ·of: ··ve,ry thin. m~t-al. 
specimens directly in t·he electron microscope tr~·$, '.be·en described by 
Weil and ·Read<23>. -A varia1:ion of this method w1:1e;· applied in the pre-
. 
. 
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(.less than 1,000 angstroms), a permalloy film approximately 860 ., -
angstroms thick (plating time:. 40 sec.) was prepared for each copper 
substrate end preplate which was investigated. From each specimen a 
piece the size of an electron microscope grid was cut and placed in 
a solution of 500 g/1 chromic acid and 50 g/1 sulfuric acid. This 
. ' solution selectively dissolved away the c;opper leaving only the nickel-
_iton film. Approximately two hours was required to completely ·dis-
solve the substrate. The film wa~ tnen lifted from the solution on 
a grid and waE;h~d' with deionized: water.,. ~eady f.or examination. The 
electron mtcro~.cope used for the pre.s:ent ··study is made by Hitachi : . 
Limited, Tokyo, .Japan .. 
8. Magnetic Measurement's. 
The magne~ic measurements w.e:r·e 111ad~ ·on. tl .60 ·cps hysteresis loop 
tracer located at Bel-1 Telep·hone LalJq~ato-~ies, Murray Hill, New Jersey .• 
This looper is of t:Qe: tJ,p~ ,commonly used for thin film measurements ' . -. 
which has been of·ten described in the li terature< 24>. When a film 
is p0Sit.:i.o1.1ed fn the looper with its easy axis ( as: defined by the 
, 
orienting .f.f~J_d used during .plating) parallel to the qri-ving· ·:f'ieJd:·; 




. -. .... . . . ... 
the hori_z,pnt_al _scale, on thE! :cisc{ilJ,c)s·c.ope face into OEi:i:'-Steds. perm.it~ 
the coercive force to be r·ead directly·· . .f.~om the 1·.oop t)·ace.. If': the 
.... 
. 0 film sample 1s rotated by 90 in the s·~ine plane the. hard~direction 
~OOR is displayed. The ... vertical scale·s~nsitivi't,r.:w:~~- a~bitrarily 
adjusted to conveniently display tl1.e hysteresis loqp·.: 
.c.v· 
'\.,_ . 










III - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A .• , Substrate Surf ace Structure 
" The combined effect of the:basis substrate and copper preplate 
using diff~~nt deposition p.a·rameters resulted in a variety of sur-. 
fac~· morphologies as determined from eiectron. mtc:rograph replicas 
( flgures 6 through 10) • 
Th_e influen·ce of the two different start:.i:11g· materials on th:e 
fin:al pre.pi.at~ structure is clearly demons:tr·a:ted i·n figures 5 
'thrqu_gh .8. -As· n;ieri;-~·.:Loned .. previou,sly_, v~ry_ .l.f'tt'le structural (>bser-. 
cattoit w_as a.t;tempted· ·substrate par.tlcle.s· adhe\red to the .P'las·t±c- as 
-the·- .film ·w~ts -removed. However, satisfactory r~;pl.tcas f o·r. a:t :1~:_ast 
·th~. );uIJat.:e .co_p.pe.~ deposits were :obt_ain¢.d. by'· .f.irst ~pp.Jyi_ilg .a 
Fo·nnyar film on t:he surf ace and. then d}~s.olv:ing the meta_lllc ::particles . 
. ). 
·whic·h adhered. to. ·:the film with a s'.trong· ·a.cid. Aqua reg ia r~diJy 
.. 
. di:~-:soJ/ved·; the: gold· and copper part-i.P-1.e.s· without disturpiri:g t-he. 
:re.plic~,~ :~s s¢en in figures 6 and. 8, th_e f}iie--grained gol:.d S·ubs.t·rat·e 
.-
_pro.d·uced a cp_r.reisponding, redt1¢'tion :in preplate grain size· ·w;ti¢-n· cop:per 
st;i:'1:f:~t¢· ·d~posi:ts o:r.i. the ·two different sub:strates are compared~ 'Jri 
order to obtain· some ·Ide.a _of the graitj ·sJz.e of the .gold, _a. carbon-
coated nickel grid was placed on one of the glass slides, just prior 
to ,gold evaporation. The gold deposit was· observed using transmission 
electron microscopy .(figure 5). The .average grain size was deter-• ·, ~ ' 
mined. to be less than lOOQ angstroms ... 
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. " 
When polished coppe_r Sti:bstrates were used, the copper ~ate 
.bath at low current density prqduced large, columnar grains which 
appeared to grow outward from the surface. The:re is some evidence 
of a platelet structure within each grain. Als.o., the surface of 
each grain rl appears tQ have a roughness of t.ts: o:w.n •: Incredsing th.e 
current density brings about a decrease -th., _t"h_e- grain size. Wheri. t_h·e_: 
pyrophosphate so·lutio-n ·was u.s.e·d, deposits at low current density 
and low- ·t-~tnper~;tl1.fe :C_C>.-ii_s.i$tec;l: of large do.me-shaped crystals. which .. 
. . protruded from. ·the surface- an~t were separated py ~-- firi·ite Qi.stance 
(figure 9a) :.. A smoother substructure :ca:·p_ be :s:e·ert In t:h_e. llaG:,kg19.0_.tind. • 
. _use·_d prov:t·ded. stfll another set. ,o·~ au·rface, 'Structures (t:1gure 10) .. 
•· 
A.t ic;>w t:eniJ?Efrat.ure :and· low current density,. ·a mi.xture :of: both large 
an.d: small sllghtly--rounded· gra.fn.s· -i$ tomn¢d. •. l·:f: the temp.~rature is 
·-1:i1;1s·e:d at: tli.~ ,Same current density, a: s.im±.1:a:r st:riuc-t:,ure i.s: .obs.erve:d 
\" 
·eJtcepf" that the large grains: .h:ave incr.ea-s·.e:d in siz-e .ano quantity ·a·t: 
. 
the ·expense ot .the smaller cryst:al_s_ •. LQ:w· 'tempe:ra;tu;r~· ·and.· high current 
. . 
d·~nsity promotes the fonnation of small ac±c1ila_r, p-r6J~ct1c>'i)f3 growing 
in random directions. Finally·, ·at hf.gh :temp·erature and high current 
density the structure again resembles the low te~ature-current 












, TABLE 4 
,, 
COERCIVE FORCE AND ANISTROPY FIELD OF PERMALLOY FILMS 
! ·Plating time (~:ec)· 







• J 8 ma/cm2 - 26°C 
Sulfate Bath 
80 ma/cm2 ~ 50°c 
Pyrophosphate Bath 
B·ma/cm2 - 26°c 
Phosphate Bath 
8 ma/cm2 - so0 c 
Phosphate Bath 
80 ma/cm2 - so0 c 
Cyanide Bath· 
8 ma/cm2 - 26°c 
Cyanide Bath 
80 ma/cm2 - 26°c 
Cyanide Bath 
8 ma/cm2 ·- 50°c 
Cyanide Bath 
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TABLE 4 (cont: ,·a'.) 
,. 
. . 
-H .. =Atn: ·coe·rci ve Force 
- He ···c -- .. 
(Oersteds) n 
' Gold Sqbstrate . . . -.. 
Gold Substrate 2:.94 1.66* 0.85 0.64 -1.16 
No Preplate 3.12 1.27 
Sulfate Bath 15.6 ,6 .22 3.86* 2.48 -1.27 
8 m·a/cm2 - 26°C 15.6 4.05 2.94 
Sulfate Bath 9.20 3 •. 68 2.94 1.84 -l-.14 
80 ma/cm2 -' 26°c 8.75 2.94 1.66 
Pyrophosphate Bath 8.28 s.:1s r---2. 58 1.56 ~1.22 
.. , .... 
80 ma/cm2 - so0 c 8.28 2o30 
'·. 
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...... resemble those previously observed by Weil <25> for electrodeposits 
prepared under similar conditions. 
B. -Magnetic Propert~ies 
1. Coercive ··-Force 
The coercive force for each Permalloy tilm- was determined from 
·1.ts easy-axis hysteresis loop trace. The val~es have been tabulated 
f.o:r the various subst·rate and preplate conditions s-tudied (table 4) • 
. Logarithmic pl_ots of H.c versus thic~ess indicate that these para-
meters generally .follow tile ~xpe·c.te,d· relationship 8c = At~ (figures 
.11 - 24).. Comparing the_ two ·pasic, substrates witho.ut. :Preplates, the 
'Vijl.µe$ :o.f coercive fo-rc-e fo .. r· the P<?-:lished cqpp_er we.:re ·-ap.proximately 
twice as .great as those ·me.asure_d whei;i -.ev-apora_t~4 -go.ld was. used. Tho 
exponential value of -:L.07 :agrees· q:uite we·11 .with ~he p-r~.v.:iousl-Y 
reported. values of ~o.·93{9) ·~rtd' ~-1- .13{l4) for ·.copper· sub_s-t:rat.e~ ,.-
.. For eithe~ substrate:: the __ effect -~)_f. ·t·-b~ prep.l~t.e i~- to· furthe.·r: 
increase He for any given. th.ic-Ime.s~ •: .N.s mu.ch:. ~::;: ·a ;fqu·r~:e.oJd· trier.ease 
\- in coercive force was observed for preplates on evaporated gold:. Ho:w-· 
eve~, surprisingly, in spite of the different substrate surfac·e s:~ruc-
tures produced by the preplates, the He values changed only Sli_ght:ly. 
when the plating conditions w.e·re varied.- Another interesting oi;,s·e:r~-
vation was that values of the exponent__}_ n, also changed when pre-
plates were applied to the copper substrates, the s._lo_pe· be·co:lni·ng 
-more positive in most cases. ., 
' . Some comparisons may be made between the preplate structures 
determined by replication and the Ne' el relationsfij.p. Figures 25-
.. . 
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27 
through 28 graphically compare th~ exponential equations derived 
from the data. The slopes were determ'ined from· a linear regression 
analysis of the logarithms of the data. For the sulfate bath_ 
(figure 25) it _is seen that increasing current d~nsity had little 
effect on He ·ev.~-n, tll.oµ.gh grain size dec·reased. On the other hand, 
whe.n ~h~: :py·rophosp:hate bath was ·.used, .:at ·.high te.mp.eratu:re· o.peration: 
..... 
the. re:latively smoother surf ace pro.dµ.cecr at· the lower cu.i;-r¢nt dens:i.ty 
corresponded to a slight decrease .in th~ co11:~t~nt, A, (figure 26) 
whereas the large JlC>dular grains ·formed :at· low :t.emperature (figure 
9a) are assoc.fated w'it'h, a c-h·ange ·in the· .expo_nent·.. Furthennore, when· 
the- cyanide pre·,plat~s· a·r~: compared;- ·the: ·st-riictt1r¢ s:ho_wn in figure- toe 
ls similar to tt.i-at Ju~·t.. dcscripe<i ~nd_. again a ~hange ":in slop~ is 
-
observed ({fgu.re 2·1)_. for the othe·r cyanide platip.g'·conditions, the 
constant_. A .aga-i.n decreases ·with decre·as-ing :S.u·rface· irregularity. 
-
FI·n:a.:11:y, f.or evapo.ratec;i gq.l·g sub~t rijte.s ·(_.f 'i;g.ilre. :·2_,a) the finer _g··r~(i11ecl: 
2. Anlsot:ropy 
some case_s, to_ta_:.l laek of uni_ax1·~1 ~ni~o·tropy for the: films plated 
on copper :s-.ubs:trates. ·Firs:t, the bard-direction hysteresis loo-p pro:~ 
_pert-i~s: mJ.i'$.t h~. def .. fn¢d:.. ·Fo···t :film in which the m~grte:t~Jzat ion is 
'•. I I 
·t1on is usually used .-as, a basis for comparison of film prepared under 
v-ary ing condj. t ions. :According to this model, when a_ f le ld is applied 
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with the field. Thus, ideally, the M-H curve in the hard direction 
· should be linear to saturation and with finite slope. The field 0 
required to rotate the magnetization coherently from easy tQ hard 
direction against a uniaxial anisotropy is defined as the anistropy 
,field, Hk. In practice, most films do not e-xhibit the straight 
I. 
I,· 
. hard-direction M-H curve just. :described put. almost always _.show _so~e 
hysteresis. The opening of the loop is ~~:sociated with domain fonna-
·t_ion :Wh-ich in turn is related to an angular dispersion ·_of the magne-
·tl2;'a.tio.n·· ·-vector·$ a.bout an average easy :(li:r~c:tlon which exists in all 
.real :films_. Typ1_~a_l -\Ve;I.1-behaved ea~y and, h-arq-d:i.rection loops for 
·an_ ani-so . tro_pic film· are. sho.wn in- -fig.ure 290. In order to measure H.k 
-t--hE3· drive· :field ._i_n: tne:-;hard .directio_n· is,. in·cre-'ased: until full sa-tura~ 
tion- ·ts- a_chieved. The:r1 t-he t.i¢.ld :i'$: :~·tadµ~ily-· te.dU:ce_d: un-t.t_i the loo.p 
·r_apidl-y -after only a -small reduction :of ·the' d·r.i.ve :f ie·ld:. :The e;xtens1on 
o-f th_e strai:ght li.ne- t-nus· ob.ta_in·e:d t_o ther .S)lt\lration value_S yields: a 
:"IJrea~_urement of_ Hk. One othiei· ,in~asur«3_µie:nt ·o.:( int_erest is the equiva-
lent coercive force in the· -ha·r.d dtrection, H h.. F.or truly anisotropic 
- . C 
f:·ilm, Heh is much less ·t'·han· ·.H·:c·· At- the other extreme, .isotropic 
films. Sholild have the s~~- $_hap·e: of hysteresis lppp in all directio·ns: 
and· the .xat.io. of 'llc-t/Hc a_ppro.a·ches ·unity. 
Tbe ·:magnetic results observed as a function of the substrates 
-:.:. ;,. a:iid: p~eplates can now be discussed. The effect of the substrate alone 
i:s clearly de_Jlit>'rtstrated when the hyster.e.sis loops of two fi.lms of 
, 
equivalent th-tckne·ss are co
1
mpared (figures 29. -and' -_3_0). For the 
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. .. polished copper substrate the ·films. tend to behave isotropically as 
indicated by the. shape of the hard-direction loop. However, the 
shearing of the loop and the fact that Heh is less than He suggest 
that the films are not completely isotropic. 
In fact, for s·~Iiie o::f t·he samples, if the fil~ i.S· slowly rotated 
~- ·wn.ile .. ip. pos·ttion in t·h.e. hysteresigraph, the loo.p ·wiJl begin to close, 
pass through· :a ~·;i.nibium -and: -P;i>eJ1 again as rqtatlQn .is. continued. The 
angle at whlch this m:L.n.imum .oc·c;:u_:rs, .co·t.re:spon(li..Alit ·t.6 the true hard 
directio~ of the .f:ilm:, was vari·ab1·e -:f.Q::r ·cfifferen~ s.am,ples and dey~.1:1t.e4 
·O .· b.Y .a.s· ·mu~h ~1s 45. frQn.i. the hard dir.ec.tion suppose.cily ~·$tabl·ish·ed- :by· 
.i:1t~ o)·i~nt:ing·. f iei_d. This ·would ind·i.ca·te that an· easy· di.rect<i.ori is 
·p:res·ent )>ut is ·not n·~.c~$;s:arily p~ral]...e·l to. the. ,~ppl,ied .fi:e'ld. -A-·· 
. : 
:s·imilar pe;havior. h:as· beein: ol>s·erveµ. for ,~v..app.rated :f.11.rrt~ tin.d.e.:r :ce.r:t'ai:g 
'deposition conditions, H()Wever, ~~tl.sfJi.cto.ry explanation of this 
·. · ... . (27) effect could: ·.be .-of'f e red. ·-· 
Ttie us·e· of ·a preplate on th·e cqpp~:r s.ub·s.t:rates :d'i-d nothing t:o 
,imprclve the anisotropy (figlireS: 31 and :~·2).. Wben: Hk measurements 
cases where the loops. :citd .close,·. :f}:1¢ :$·lc1pe. :of. :the line was nearly 
horizontal and could not be extende·d '"t~ ;rrit~rsect the satt(ration 
... values. Those values of Hk which co:ul.d be measured for the copper 
substrates are included in table ·4·. :However, it is doubtful that 
'i 
these values have any meaningful ·significance considering tbe- natl.tre· 
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. Figures 31 and. ·32 also show the effects of film thickness on 
anisotropy. Generally, the films appear to become more isotropic 
. as thickness decreases. The same trend was observed when evaporated 
gold substrates were used, but to a lesser degree (figures 33 - 36)~ • 
Isotropic behavior was accomp·an_ied b.y correspondingly high values 
.for the anisotropy field, Hk. _ 
In order to evaluate the eff:ects of the ori.entin:g field applied 
during the permalloy deposi.t:-iori·~ some samples wEfre plated without 
the field a-~q,. in one case·, (pu::r.ely by accident') with the field turned: 
9n after some plating time :had elapsed. It was concluded that the 
:field d~f initely induces :the uniaxial ·p~9;perties of the films wlle·n 
evaporated· gold substrates· ~r~ used (.f-ig:ures 37 - 39)--... I~. :-:t-':i.gu:re 
,. 
(Pr .co·pper substrates the ·o:--r-ie-nting field seems to hav,e _l:Lttle 
·c·. ]?e:~alloy :Struc . ture 
'In an attempt to find some ~xpta.11atlon for th·e apparent isotropy 
-ooserved, the permalloy structures ·tro·m copper substrates were studied 
using transmission ~lectron micros.co.pe techniques. The structures 
are- shown. in figure_s 4.1 - 50. When compared to the· copper surfa·ces 
::in. :f.:tg4-res 7 - 10., the transmission micrographs reveal cort'Siderably . >¥ 
' more detail. ~The permalloy -films appear to be compos·ed of an initial . 
layer of relatively large grains-upon which many smaller grains are 
·beginning to form. These ~fine particles probably contribute to the 
' rings observed in the electron diffraction pattern while the larger \ 
' 
""r -._ :;. , ·; . ~ • 
I:, 
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_:___ s:ingle grains· in the background account for .:the spots. · The grains 
appear to be randomly oriented. In most ca$eS the smaller grains 
seem to prefer to nucleate at grain boundaries and other sources 
_of imperfections. Because electrodeposited pennalloy films ,re 
usually thought to possess fine grained structures, the large grains 
Qbserved are most probably a continuation of the substrate beneath • . ··:' . i • -~~;;-· 
Even for the apparently smooth polished copper substrate, grain 
boundaries were observed in the permalloy film (figure 4.l). The 
presence of these large grains may possibly b~ at least one cause 
of the isotropic behavior. If each grain is thought of as a source 
' .... 
of crystalline anisotropy each with a different local easy axis, the 
overall effect woul·d be ·to incr~ase dispersion. The grai~ boundaries .. -
and other structur-al defects, s·uch as those ob.s_e·rved in many of the 
. f-ilms, also induce local anisotropies which are pal:}se·d by unevenness 
. 'l . --
,: o_:t· · the sur:fi-ace and possibly by the local ,d·i'strfbution- qf strains 
. ' within the structure. Thus, if all these effects are ·combined, the. 
resulting dispersion would make the films behave iso-tropically. 
Finally, the presence of fine grains on _the ·surf ace may also. 
explain the improvement in uniaxial properties with increasing f ilin 
thickness~ If it.is assumed that the epitaxial effects of the sub-
strate are gradually dimini~hed, the permalloy will eventually return 
. ., 
' ,. 
to its inherently fine-grained structure which -is usually associated 
with well.;;defined anistropy. Thus, the sheared hard-.direction loops' 
may actually.be due to a combination of isotropic and' anisotropic ;,, 
behavior. 
-• 
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IV - CONCLUSIONS 
. · It ls well known that .the surface condition of the substrate 
upon which a magnetic film is depo .. sited has a profound influence upon 
the resulting magnetic properties. For this reason, the.use of an 
intei;mediate layer between the substrate and fil~ has been proposed · 
~ 
in order 'to better control the surface propert_ie.s. The effects of 
various evaporated metallic Ullde .. rlayers have been studied for evapor-
ated permalloy films. (G) Alt·hough copper. and gold electrodeposits 
have ·been used -as preplates for the fabrication of electrodeposit.~·4 
• • 
. 11 · f. • ·1 · · ( 5 ' 15- 18) t t · · ·t · t · · · :o· ·_.·f.:_ th· ... · :Pe.~a.. : __ oy· · :1· ms·., · · ·. . no sys ema 1c .1.nves .1.ga ·:10.n .:.-.. e- in-< 
:f 1-uen~e of the prep late has been reported. 
~-
~-··The present work ;was initiated-· as an attempt: t:C> :·study ·t.ht:r ·e_f:f.ects 
. 
of qo:pper preplates, deposited under various conditions, on the struc-
:t·ural and magnetic propert.ies of electrodeposited. permalloy films . 
.. These effects m~y b:e summarized ~as follows: first the structure of 
J the preplate is not only determined ,.by tne ·deposit':ton ¢ondition·$ :bu_t, 
. 
. :a.lso by the substrate. 'Thus, . tne f ina'l. sur-f ace propertl~.s· a.;:re. .reaJ}y. 
due· to ·the combination c,~- substrate and prep late. Secondly, at. least 
the initial layer of the permalloy reproduces the surfa\ structure 
beneath i.t including the crystallit~ size-., .. surfac-e texture, arid de:f.ects 
characteristic of th_e preplate. Finally the magnetic properties of • 
permalloy films will be altered when a preplate is used~ The coercive·· 
force· i-ncreases and uniaxial anisot·ropy decreases· in the•presence of: 
t -- . a preplate. However, because the structura~ changes produced by 
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·_·magnetic behavior can only be described in a qualitative· way. 
The surface topography of electrodeposited copper to b~ used as 
a preplate· may be altered by the proper choice of substrate~ plating 
solutions and depositing conditions. Copper deposits from the sul-
fate bath on evaporated gold-were found to possess a much smaller 
. . . . ~ . 
grain size than similar deposits on polished copper, although the 
grains were still much coarser than the gold itself. In general, 
' 
increasing the temperature Qf the plating 1:>a_tlt and dec.'r~asing t·11e 
current density will increas_e g:"tairl :Size. .:However, not: only the 
·size ·but also the shape and dfs"trll:;>ution of tJ:i_e grains: :may change, 
-i)articularly when polis:tie_d. copper substrates are u$·ed. 
c~ 
-·The 'irregular st.ructures observed in the pennallo·y film .pr~par.e_d .. 
f·ro,m ·<:.opper sub_strates· most probably pla·y an important part Jn· f_)le· 
: .. 
magneti¢ behavior. Some o·f the latge: grains shown in the elect.ran· 
_:mi.crog.raphs (f igur~ 44, for .examp1e)· had .an. unusual surfac~- 1;:extur_e '-
pa_.t_tern which at first c·o:u1a: -n.ot be explained. '.llow¢ver.,. when t:he: 
micrograph-s· wer~ -compared to the corresponding copper p~ep..la-t:e· ~1.1:r-
" ., 
. 
face observecl :with t·h.e optical 111i:croscope before permalloy plating, 
it was found that t:he perm.alloy had merely replicate_d the surface 
condition beneath it:. The odd structure._ is attr_ibuted to the forma-. 
ation of platelets perpendicular to the surface characteristic of 
many copper electrodep(?sits .. . , _ 
The increase in coercivity observed 'When preplates were used can 
,,. 
be expressed as an increase in the constant A for the~ Neel relation· , - .. 
. . 
' . ·, . 
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with x being the dt'stance along the direction of domain wall mot,1.:.0.rt •. 
Thus, according to the theo·ry the coercivity depends on small th:i.ck-
ness variations oyer the: ·film surface. In the electro.depos,it-ion 
p'rocess the thickne~·~ ·of ·t·he plating in any .(?;iveµ :regton ,pf: ·the film 
is determined by the .current .den·sit·y in .. that. regio;n. ;rf' the: substrate . 
which protrude from t·he· s~rface are point.s- of high current. ·:d·en·sft-y 
and the permalloy thiclo.1ess woul_q. b.¢ ccirrespondingly ~re~ter th-a:n 
the average in these regions. Simt.lar-ly., any depres·:9.10µ-~· $·µch.: ~ .. ~ :In 
grain boundaries would be deple.t.-.ed 'in permallo.y·. Alt.houg:h: the:se 
v~riations occu~ :on .a microscop_ic s:c'ttle ·, the.y· coul.d c:onceivably-
·ac.count , at lea~t -in patt , for the Jiicfr_e·as.e · .o-f: He:. We :iiave Oii:ly· 
considered thickne-ss variations.. .Ilow.~v~~-,- b~c.aU$e ·hJg]i \r"a_lues of 
coercivity are apparently associate.d wit·h the·: de·c-r:~ase of uniaxial 
·-
anisotropy :it would seem that the coe:r-ci.v.e ,f:o.rc:.e. ·may also depend on 
crystalline· an:tsot ropy-or magneto st r,1c:t:ioil j::1;1- s.ome. way which is .n·ot 
(28) 
·j~t,_clearly understood. 
One additional point concero.ing the Ne·e:1 re,lation must be· dis-
-
c.ussed and that is the apparent change in the. value of the exponent 
~- n observed when copper substrates were used. When evaporated gold on 
" 
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35 
glass was used as the starting material, the exponent remained fairly 
. 
constant with a value near -1.2 for all preplate conditions. For 
the copper substrates, however, the exponential values, as dei,ermined 
from the slopes 9f log-log plots using the method of least squares, 
' 
varied from - • 65 to -J ~ 11. As shown in table 4 and corresp~.nding 
the graphical plot.s, most values ranged between - • 65 and - • 85. For 
three of the platl.ng· conditions, including the :case where no preplate 
I I) 
wasused, the slope w·as le.:ss than -1. .A closer analysis of the data 
indicated that when pcilis..lled copper substrates without preplate wer~ 
.used, the slope seem~·d to change with thickness (figure 11) • The 
"· 
slope for this condition· ·was rec.alcula.ted omittin_g the· data. poin't 
corresponding to the :h.-ig.he:st· thickness.-. 'Tlle ~flope thus ·o.bt·a·ined. ·wa_:s 
-0.87, an increase from th,e ortgilla.l yalue of -:I.07. lf' t·h.e· ciata 
~~ s which correspond to the thinnest samples ar.e omitted, the 
resulting slope is -1.:59:. 
!. -
Two possibie ·explanations are offered. One -is that t:h¢- .~:h~i'lge_ 
tn slope is real and the exponent varies with increasing thi"cknes.s. 
The second is that the measured value of He for the thickest f:llm 
.. 
may be slightly in error and this is thought to be ac.:tually> the case. 
If the recalculated ___ ·slope: o·f: - .•. 87 is extrafolated to a thickness of 
...-..~ - , . 
... . . 
7580 R, the value of He should be l-.8 oersteds. It is easily possible 
that the observed value of 1.1 oersteds is that much in error due 
to the inaccuracies involved when ~ete-rmining He f~om hysteresis loop · 
traces. As additional evidence, the correlation coefficients computed 
in the process of determinin_g t.:hE!: slopes :indicate that statistically 
-
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the recalculated data better approximates linearity. The· correlation 
coefficient for the original data was 0.966 and when the last point 
was deleted, the new correlation increased to 0.990. However;~ when 
a similar analysis was tried for the remaining two preplate condi-
tions which-appeared to have ·abnormal slopes (figures 14, 19) the 
data ·as given was the best linear fit. Thus·, it was concluded that 
• 
the exponent n actually did change for tbes:~ _condit.to.ns. However, no 
explanation can be off.e-re(t for these c·hanges •. 
Except· ;for the. tw~ Gas~s ju_~t ·mentioned, a value of n ~ -0. 8 is 
.as·so.ctiated wi.th ·:pt>:li.sheci .copper· su_bs.t.ra.tes and n ~ -1. 2 for evaporated 
·cases (-1.07 a:ri.d· -~1 •. 1..1)· ~pproached lhat. :gfve~· for ,eya:porat·ed gold4t 
1 
These changes in expon~µt seem to contradi..c·t earl.fer f.in:d.i)1g.·_s that :n. 
· (14) is independent of sub~trate . 
. ·, 
-A .simple litiear regression ~-:Q-~·_lysi_s cff the ;dat·a .fo .. r all ·plating 
con.ditions sho.weg th·at films .de,p·o_site·d on: .e.vaJ>b·tated gold. substrates 
.. 
deviated far 1e·s~, f.rq.m t-he predict~d: expon·~~t:t.~l be}i.avior than 
corresponding· :f.:ilms· :on copper sub'.str;ates.-. :O:n. ·t.he gold substraces the 
- ' 
correlation coe:f.f_lcients for all condJtie>h!,_ w¢.r:e.- a·pproximately 0.99. 
Whereas on copper, the coeffic:i_ents varied .f~nt- :o·.93 to O. 98. 
~ome final comments can be made concerning: t-he apparent de(ft·e~s·e 
in anisotropy with film thickness and the almos·t total lack :of 
\) -
..... ' . ----· - . -- -- - - ---- ... -· :..~ ~~-- -·--
ani'soto rpy when copper substrates a·re used. Some of the possible 
~ . . 
\ 
.. 
causes have already been mentioned.i~ section III C, where the· 
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cause-s of isotropic behavior. The loss of anisotropy is related to 
high angular dispersion. Hoffman has shown from theory. that angular 
di 1 D3 D . h t 11· . <29> ·spersion is proportiona to , where is .t e crys a 1.te size. 
'Thus, the large grains of permalloy fonn~d~ in the initial stages of 
deposition would be expected to contribute to the lack of anisotropy 
-----··"< ___ ..,, ___ , ______ _ 
,-1.11.: • • • C -
observed. Another factor which may influence anisotropy is related 
.& 
--~ to_ magnetostriction. Films of less than 1000 R. thickness were found 
to be richer in iron by as much as 4% (figure 3). Therefore, ~lthough 
the average composition o·f the films are near the non-magnetostrictive 
·composition, the initial layers are ver.y Fe-rich. If it is assumed 
1 'that some regions of strain are most: cert·ainly created in the films 
' ,. 
,. 
du·ring the deposition process, ~this highly magnetostrictive layer 
could partially account for the inc·rease ill Hk .with decreas1.ng thick-
ness. 
. . 
In closing, it may be seen that th~ :f~qtors which .contribl.lt·e to. 
anisotropy, or the lack o:f it in electrod¢p6.sit~d permalloy films 
are qu-ite:· comp.lex a_nd.; although they have been examined extensively, 
are still_ not.· ·f\illy. une-~oo-d. 
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Figure 1 • Experimental plating equipn1en t. Copper plating cell is shown 0 the 
·. 







Figure 2. Plating cell and sample holder disassembled. At lo ~r l ti typical copper substrate with permalloy film. Glass substr evaporated gold is to the rigl1t of copper substrate. 
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• plating time: 80-30 sec 
.. + 
plating time: 40 se 
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
Ferrous Ion (Fe++) Conc·entration - gram/liter 
Figure 3. Permalloy film compos.ition \1iS. ferrous ion 
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(a) .... (b) 
Figure 5. ( a) Transmission electron micrograph of evaporated gold 
,J 
on glass substrate. (b) Diffraction pattern of (a). 
(a) -8 ma/cm2 - 2soc (b) -80 ma/cm2 - 250c 
Fi.gurc 6. Eloctron micrograph ropli as of surface as-plated from 
sulfate atl1 on evaporated gold substrate . Prep la to 






Figure 7. Electron micrograph replica of polished copper 
substrate surface, 10,000X 
(a) -8 ma/cm2 - 25°c ( / 2 b) -80 ma: cm - 25°c 
Figure 8. Electron micrograph replicas of surface as-plated 
from sulfate bath on copper substrate. Prep late 
conditions as shown. 10,000X 
C) 
.. 
.. _ ~ .. r .. 
(b) 8 ma/cm2 - so0 c 
4 
(a) 8 ma/cm2 - 2s0 c I 
(c) 80 ma/cm2 - 50°c 
Figur 9. El ctrnn micro1'raph replicas of surfacL' us-plated from 
pyrophosphato IJuth on oppcr substrates. J>r plat( ' 




(a) 8 ma/cm2 - 2soc (b) 80 
• 
( 
( c) 8 ma/ cn12 - 500c (d) 80 ma/cm2 - so0 c 
... 
FigurP 10. E lcctron micrograph replicas of surf a ce i1s-pl atc. d from 
cyanide bath on copper substrates. Preplate conditions 
as s hown. 10,000X 
,I 
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Thickness - angstroms 






































· Thickness - angstroms 
-· 
Coercive force vs. thickness. Copper substrate~ Sulfate copper preplate (8ma/cm2 - 2s0 c) • 
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Thickness -_~ngstr9ms 
Coercive force vs, thickness, Co~per substrate. 
Sulfate.copper preplate (80 ma/cm - 25°c) . 
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Thickness - ~gs~roms . 
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n - -0.65 
Coercive force vs. thickness. Copper substrate. 
Prrophosphate copper preplate (8 ma/cm2 - 50°c)_. 
--- -···-···. 
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Thickness - angstroms 
Fi:g4re-- -16 • 
r • 'I 
.Coercive force vs. thickness. Copper substrate. 
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Thickness - angstroms 
Coercive force vs. thickness. Copper substrate. 
Cyanide copper preplate (8 ma/cm2 - 2s0 c). 
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.. -·~·--~- ._ ·'--· ·-


















'f.hickness - angstroms· 
Coercive force vs. thickn~ss. Copper substrate. 
copper preplate (80 ma/cm2 - 25°c) 
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Coercive force vs. thickness. Copper substrate. 
~ 0 , 
Cyanide 
copper preplate (8 ma/cm 50 C) 
--· ...... - - ·-:-:,r· .(--' . 
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Figure 20 • 
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.. rhtcfki:le,s s - angstroms. ·. . ........ ..,._..,,. 
Cyanide Coerci~e force vs. ~hickn~ss. 8op?er subs:traJe .• 
copper preplate (80 ma/cm - 50 -C) ·, 
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~. . . . 
Thickness - angstroms 
Figure 21. Coercive force:. ·vs·. thic!{_~e$.s·. _--~_vapt>·rat~d. :gold .substrat.e. 
No prep late .. 
., 
·---·-· . ---~ ....... ~- -· -----~-






10 ... 0 
•.:. _ ..... 
.-t .. 27 .. . -
l.Q...__ 
' :>1'!..'. -.~, .'t¥' 
10 10 
Thickness - angstroms 
'(' 
Figure 22. I Coercive force vs. thickness. E~apor~5ed gold Sulfate copper preplaJ:e (8 ~~(-~~ - 25 C) substrate. 
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thickness. Evaporated gold 
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Coercive force vs. thickness. 
Pyrophosphate copper preplate 
•.. 
Evaporated.--gold substrate·. 
(80 ma/cm2 - 5,0 c) 
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-1.07 n -(1) Cu 
- no preplate 
\ (2) Ev,p. Au preplate - no 
Cuso4 preplate: 
' 
(3) 8 ma/cm2 - 25°c 
" 
(4) 80 ma/cm2 - 2s0 c 
(2) n ·- -1.16 .. -
'\ .. ~ 
10 10 
Thickness - angstroms 
. . 
Comparison of He ,,;, Atn relation for sQ);fat.e copper 
" 
preplates on copper substrates . 
. ~ 
-"!: . . 
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6·1 
(1) Cu - no preplate 
Cu2P 2o7 prepla~e: 
. 0. (2) 8 ma/cm2 - 25 .c 
(3) 8 ma/cm\- 50°~ 
( 4) 80 ma/ Cni - 50: ·C-
IO 
.. 
Thickness - angstroms 
10 
.. 
- -o .. 66.· (4) n 
(3) n - :...o,_ ·s-s-. . .. . .. 
(2) n - -I-~ 0_5· 
Figu:re 26. · Comparison of He :a: Atn re lat ion for pyrophosphate .CQPP¢t 
preplates on copper substrates. 
.• 
' ' . 
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(1) Cu - no preplate 
CuCN preplate: 
(2) 8 ma/crn2 - 2s0 c-
(3) so ma/c~2 - 2s0c 
(4) 8 ma/cm_ 2- so
0g 
(5) 80 ma/cm · ~• 50· C, 
:.~ 








Flg:a,·re: ,2_7.... Comparison of He = Atn relation· ·for· ,cyanide coppei;-· 
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- no p·replate 





8 ·ma/cm · - 25 C 
. ... . ·• 2 . 0 
~-0 ·ma.I.cm: ~ -~-5 C 
. .· 2 . 0 (5) cu2P2o7 -. 80 ma/cm --- 50 C 
.. :.:. 
10 
Thickness - angstroms 
n . 
,_·: 
(3) n = ~1. 27 · 
(4) n - -1.14 
(5) n - -1. 22 
(2) n - -1. 07 
( 1) n - ---:1 •. 1.6 
Comparison 
ev~pQ_r~ted 
of- H0 = At relatlon .fq:.r -pr~p-,a_t~s on 
gold :substrates~ 












Figure 29. Hy 8teresib lo,)p~ for pe r rn:t ll~, y t1lm (plating tinie; 30@ 
. , 
sec) on •·vaporatcd gold :-- ,1b s t r .t l 1' 
as indicated o 
H < • r i zo n t a 1 sens i . t iv 1 t y 







He - 2.72 o 
II - 2 .. 02 oe ch 
Figure 30. Hysteresis loops for JH.· rrnalloy film (pl at ing t tme: 300 
.. 
sec) on polished copp< · r s ltbs t rates." H< > r 17.ont. al sc~n!? i l iv i ty 
= 3.68 oe/div. 
' ... 
(a) Plating Time : 
-80 sec. 
(b) Plating Tin~ : 
140 sec~ 
H = • 
H=9 a 2 () '' cf i V 
H 
H=9. 2 oe/ d.iv 
• 
H 1 .. :7 28 oc ( \ . 
. . 
He - 8.75 o c 
Figure 31. With f i g u r e :!2 t .\ ·p i c~tl h\ ;-; tt ·1 ·(·~ i. ~ lunp !:, t o r pt~·rma llo y 
f i 1 ms on cop pe r s u b :--, t • ·. : 1 : C · ~ 11 i d l v < >pp ( ~ r p rep l a te • 
Ea~y dire c t i < n l. ()op 1 :--, upp< · t· t~ 11 I' . d P~l< · l1 ph()i o ~ 
,, 
(c) ting T e: 
320 • 
(d) Plating Time: 
300 sec. · 
67 
H=3.68 oe/div 
H = 1.84 oe/div 
H=3.68 oc/div 
Figure 32. Continuation of fig ure 31 a 
• 2 
H h=2 .94 oc 
He = 3. 68 oe 
H h=2.94 oe C 
I 
I .. 
(a) Plating Time: . 
80 sec. 




H=9 o2 oe/div 
H - 3 068 oe/d·v 




He - 5 .15 oe 
H 1=:J.68 oe C  
~· 
Figure 33. With figurt~ 3 ·1 typi {·,11 h~·s t ,• t'l )~ 1:-- loop~ f or pPrrnalloy films on evaporat ~· d ~< )ld ~u h ~ tt·.1 <·~ , P>· t·ophosphatc copper preplate. 
\ 
.. 
(c) Plating ti 
220 sec. 
·' ·'l 






H - . . 8 o / v r - 2. 30 
H - 3.68 oe/div Hk - 6. 26 oc- H - l. 10 oe c h 
H - 1.81 oe / div . II - 1. 56 oe 
H :x 3. 68 oe/o J v Hk = :> . 3 tl o ·\ Heh - 0. 55 oe 
Figure 34. Cont_i.nuat ion of Figur<· :cJ. 
• . ... J . 
• 1 . 
.. 
(a) Platin time: 
80 sec . 
.. 




H = 3.68 oe/div Hk - . 10 oe He h= 2.39 oe 
H - 0.92 oe/d iv 
-~ 0 . 85 0 \ 
H - 1 . 84 n e / d i v H l, - 4 . 0 5 o (' H c. h - 0 . :~ 7 oe 
1~·igure 35. Effect of permai loy fil rn t hickn0 s~ 1)11 ha r d di r C' , t ion loop . 
Evaporated gold s u hst ra t · . No prep 1 :i t c. 
.. 
. . 
(a) Plating time: 
80 sec. 




H - 9 . 2 oe /div 
H - 1.84 oe/ div 
. 
H = 3. 68 oe/di.v 
H, - 19.0 o 
1{ 
H -- 7. 0 oc 
k 
H = 6.44 oe ch 
H - 2.94 oe 
H - 1. 84 oe (' h 
Figure 36. Effect of permalloy film thi .. kn•ss on hard.-direct ion 









(b) 100-oe applied 
field 
H - 3.68 o / di v Hk - 7 .36 oe I c h - 1.84 oe 
H = 0.92 oe/div 
H = 1 • 84 , 0 ., / d i V rf' -k 
' 
H - 1. 27 oe C 
4.70 oe H ·- 0.37 oe 
ch 
Figure 37. Effect orient in.,. f i · ld o n magnetic propt1 rt i .. s. Evaporated 




(e.) No appli d 
field 






H - 3.68 
H - 9. 2 oe / ci i \. 
H - 3.68 o / di v 
H - 9. 2 0~ / di V 
H - 13. 3 u<\ k 
\ 
• C 
H - 3.68 oe (. h 
He ·- 1. 05 o • 
Bk - 6 . ·1 -1 <> <' H ..... 2. 7 6 oe c h 
Figure 38 .. Effect of ori nting fie.1d on rnu~n<,t ic · p1 ·npPrties .. 
... 
\ \ . 
\ 
Evaporated gold s ub s t r a t · w i l h s u 11 t t • · ·n pp (•r Ir -plate. Permalloy pl a tin~ t 1rn,, : 2:~o ~<'<· . 
- . - .. - ...... 









(a) ield applied 
part ime 
(off: 80 sec. 
on: 220 sec.) 
(b) Field applied 
ful 1 t irne 
(300 sec.) 
H. - 0 ·;. v ·· .· 
. \ 
H . 3 6 8 I d · H r- () I 1 . i - 1 . ~J. 9 o e = . 0 e 1 V k .. - ~ . :1 < > t • 1 -
H - l . 84 o e I d i \ 
H -··· 3. 68 i I . ()(: 1 ( 1 V 
He - 1.66 o e 
... r.:) c, ·, , , 
.. • \ . ' J { '- H (' h - · 0. 71 oc 
~ ~ 
Figure 39. Erffect of ori nting fi , , ld (> n J1 1; t g '' 1· t 1 ( · p t·(>p ~rt 1. • :--. Fie.ld 
off part of t h e t i me . E \·a po t • a t • d ~~ < > l d --: u h s t r a t < • \\.' i t h 
s u 1 fate cop p e r p r -p l , t t c , • P · r m a 1 l r ) y p J , ll i n ~ t i m c : :l O O sec • 




()~ (a) No applied , ,, 
field 




- 12.0 oe 
H - 8.3 oe ch 
II ···- 10. 2 oe 
,. 
1l - 7. 35 oe C'h 
Figure 40. Effect of ori nting field on magn(•t 1< ·propcrtie~ . Copp,~r 
1'\ substrate with ('ya11id(l co pper prcpL1t<·. Permalloy plating 
time: 140 soc . fo1' i / .(Jl\1al ~e n s i1 iv11, ~) .'..! nt· l div (H 





, 2400X 10, OOOX 
/ 
Figure 41 - Transmission electron micrograph and diffraction pattern 
of , pennalloy film removedr from polished copper substrate 















Figure 43 - Tran s mission <: .leclron n1i.crugraph ~1r1<.l diffract .ion pattern 
of permal l oy film renloved fr()m ~ i1l f' nt e copper proplate 







10, ooox 20,000X 
' .. 
Figure ,14 - Transmission e l ec tron in ic rograph and di.ff rac t ion pattern 
,of µcrmalloy f~lm rem<>ved fr:om pyrophosphate copper pre-




1n . o o 
mis s . )11 I t t >n m ,. raph d lJC l ( 1 1. r r n 
. 
·rma i m r _m< od l ''Olll PY 1.·01 hospha C P · (8 ma/cm2 
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F igurc· 16. Transmission l'lc·ctron mic 1·ograph a nd 
cliffracti.on pattPrn of pt \ rmalloy film 










2400X 1 o ,·ooox 
FigurP ,17. Tran~mission £~1ectrnn micrograph and 
dJffr .1cti.on p atte rn of permalloy film 
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• 2400X 10, oox 
V: 
Figure ,l8. Transmission ·1 lf'ct rnn micrograph and 
diffraction pattern of permalloy r·1m 
r -·moved fron1 cyanide copper preplate 







l O, ooox 
Tr· ansn1i s sion P 1 \ c 1 1·1>11 m c rog t· a ph :i ~n,d 
cl if f r act ion pa t l c r n n f r, r· r n1 ;.111 o y f i 1 m 
r t·m( )V(\d from cyanidt1 cnpp< ·1· pr('plate 
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10 ,ooqx 
T1 · a11 ~ rn1ssi.•)n {·lt· t · 1 ;·,) 11 ! 'i l \ t '( ,~ t·~l.fJll 1 .1 nu 
dif(r~1c tio11 patt( · r1 1 1>t ;, t · t·m~tlloy film 
r<·mnvt)d from ce7an1<ll ·. ('oppt · r prcplat<· 
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:v - SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
,_ .. The res1J.l.ts of this investigation have suggested the following 
.a·~e·a:$: for future study: 
;I. • Effects of fine-grained copper or copper alloy substrates on. 
both preplate and permalloy structure. Relatively large-grained 
copper and f·ine-g_rained gold have been used· .for the present 
-
study. It would be of interest to determine if a copper 
i .... substrate with smal1e.r gr·ain size would· 1.mpr·o.ve the anisotrop·y 
", 
" .... ·'i.. •. · ,_ .-,::....,.._:: __ ,,___~ 
\• 
.i ·:e-~~-- ......... 
·---- ' ~-~- -·~~------ ---~ ·----··· 
~.-of the permalloy· fi'lms. 
2. Effects of preplate ,hickness· on. thE? .. structu.r~:l. and: ~ag-~et,~~· I 
propertle~ of permalloy films. Tlie. prepl,ate thic.kµ.ess of one 
m·t.cr.on. ~1se.d .for this investig~tfon was apparentl.y not pllf ~ 
lncreas·ing; th.e: th.ickness of, th.e preplate. should·. eveµtuall .. y ~ . 
.. p,roduce. ·a su.rf· .. ace·· ·s.t-fuc.ture wh:iqh :is: mo;r·e. ·characteris:tic of 
the :prppe.r· .dep.os! t.i.on. cond.i/tions such a surf ac~. s_'liiould .. Prqv·id¢: 
:~·- -~· 
:a more_ :r.e.produ·cible stirtacei .for subsequent permalloy deposit·ioµ:.: 
.. . . : 
,~. :'Eff.e:cts of preplates other than electrodeposited copper on 
the properties of permalloy films. Preplates of gold, 
electroless. copper and electroless nickel, .:t:or example, could . 
... be. investigated to q.e:termine their influence upon the magnetic: 
:be~avior of elect·r.odepos i ted perm~lloy films. 
'-.,,-/·.··. .· . 1. 
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